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My name is Chris Feld. Six years ago I was diagnosed with schizoaffective 

disorder; which is just a fancy way of saying that I have schizophrenia and bipolar 

disorder at the same time. I tend toward the psychotic (i.e. schizophrenic) side on the 

spectrum of my illness. I hallucinate, I hear voices, I get strange delusions, I dissociate 

and disconnect from reality, and I frequently get paranoid. But I also experience such 

crippling and intense depression that I haven't cried in over two years. And, on the 

opposite side of the spectrum, I get so manic that I'm able to stay up all night, bounce 

off the walls, and talk your ear off at a mile a minute all the while my brain is going into 

overdrive and thinking every conceivable thought at the same time. At times like these I 

don't seem to be in control of anything. The whole ordeal makes me somewhat 

unpredictable and unbalanced at times. It makes me sometimes able to be a studious 

person and at other times completely incapable of doing anything. A student needs to 

be disciplined and schizoaffective disorder is anything but disciplined – schizoaffective 

disorder is the antithesis of discipline. And, because of that, I need to be disciplined with 

my illness. It requires the same amount of, if not more, discipline than I ever needed at 

school. 

I was first diagnosed my freshman year of college, but things had been 

developing for years prior to that. I often times wonder how things would've panned out 

if they'd figured it out sooner, when I was still in high school, that I had a mental illness. 

But I think it was for the best that I found out when I did; I don't think I was mature 

enough to handle the weight of my diagnosis when I was 20, and I certainly wouldn't 

have been mature enough to handle it when I was 15 or 16. In the realm of academia 

there's little room for mental illness. It takes a lot longer for me to do things. I don't do 

well with the strict deadlines and all of the normal pressures that come with going to 

school. 

When I was in high school I quickly found myself going from being one of the kids 

with the highest grades in the class to one who just barely squeaked by. There was this 

huge disconnect for me: I could talk competently about the various classes I was taking 

for the most part...but I couldn't pass tests. My papers were excellent papers, I would 

even go on to win an award for my excellence in writing my senior year of high school. 

But my tests were terrible. None of it made sense. To some of my teachers I was the 

smartest kid in the class; but my performance in those classes put me near the bottom. I 

was struggling and it was pretty obvious I needed help. The counselors at school 

blamed it on test anxiety. But I wasn't anxious during tests – I simply couldn't remember 

anything I'd read or heard in class. No one gave a thought to me developing a mental 

illness. 

My dad and I would sit together at the kitchen table to do my chemistry 

homework. I'd read one chapter and demonstrate I knew the material by doing the 

problems correctly. But when I moved on to the next chapter and was asked to recall 
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the information from the previous chapter it was like I hadn't read anything at all, I 

couldn't remember the material. Was I just being a stubborn teenager? Was there 

something wrong with me? That very problem has plagued me ever since. All 

throughout my college career I was like a black hole for knowledge – I'd read the 

assigned book and whatever I'd read would get sucked into the black hole – never to be 

recalled again. It was that very problem that made me ultimately have to drop out of 

college and I haven't returned since. Maybe I will someday, maybe I won't...I’m at a 

stage in my life where I have to live one day at a time. And I have to live very 

intentionally. It requires discipline, and it requires a level of tenacity I didn't know I 

had...a level of tenacity I've come to depend on and one which has brought me in front 

of you today. 

I originally had reservations about speaking in front of you...you're here to learn 

about what it's like to go to college with a mental illness and to learn about how to 

succeed in doing so. I failed at college...I don't have a college degree. I'll most likely be 

on disability for the rest of my life and it's unknown but unlikely that I'll ever go back to 

school. I eventually ended up emailing Liz about my reservations and she made me 

realize that there's really no difference between the skills necessary to go to college and 

the skills necessary to successfully live with a mental illness. Sure, college tends to be 

more stressful and time consuming than a lot of 'regular' life...but the same skills still 

apply whether you're managing a mental illness in everyday life or you're managing it in 

college. How do you manage it? It starts with three words: psychosis is real. A lot of 

people have tried to comfort me by saying “it's not real,” but it was only when I 

integrated my alternative perceptions into my sense of reality that I started coming to 

terms with it. I accept that the hallucinations I have are as real as anything else I 

perceive – they're just as real as any of you sitting in front of me today. 

Psychosis is real – there's nothing more real, or authentic, or terrifying as seeing 

the actual forms of the monsters who were hiding in your closet as a child. I've gone 

through so many gut-wrenching, frightening, and painful psychotic episodes that even 

the scariest of horror movies seem like a walk in the park...and, the thing is, when I 

watch a movie it becomes real to me. The most twisted of novels, the most macabre of 

paintings, the worst ghost stories told around dying campfires have nothing on the 

things I've actually seen. 

And it used to destroy me; night after night, I'd wake up screaming and my 

mother would come into my room and try to comfort me by telling me they weren't real. 

She doesn't say that anymore. I could feel the weight of this grotesquely disfigured thing 

on my chest. I could smell its retching stench consume my olfactory senses until it 

seemed as though there was no other smell in the world. I could feel its saliva on my 

face as it spat out its threats to take me from my bed and peel the layers of my skin off 

one by one, layer by layer, until I was nothing but a pile of organs, muscles, and bones 
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just begging it to end my life. I felt the weight of this disgusting creature, dripping its 

sludge all over my body and my only defense was to scream. But it centered all its 

weight on my chest, I could barely breathe, it could feel me trying to work up the breath 

to scream and it would only get heavier, it would shift its weight all the while spitting its 

threats in my ear. It seemed as though I'd spend hours trying to scream. I'd shut my 

eyes but it'd only grab my head and use its terrifying claw-like hands to force my eyes 

open. I'd be forced to take in its terrifying form in the moonlit dim of the room. 

But I always managed to scream; and, when I screamed, it would disappear and 

there would be my mom – gentle and caring and full of love. My mom eventually started 

reciting a Bible passage to me as I sat there trying to catch my breath. Psalm 91:11. 

“For He will command His angels, concerning you, to guard you in all of your ways.” The 

thing would appear night after night – dripping on me, spitting in my face, and 

whispering its threats until there was nothing in the world but me and my tormentor. And 

I'd whisper the words my mother gave me, and it was taken aback that I would dare to 

speak to it after all these weeks of lying there in terrified silence. And it would shift its 

weight, bring its face up to mine and try to respond; but I'd already gotten my scream in 

and my mom was coming and it was powerless against my mom. 

I eventually got Psalm 91:11 tattooed on my hand. I used to sleep on my back – 

now I sleep on my side or on my stomach. I got the tattoo and slept on my side and, 

eventually, it stopped coming. Because when it came I need only to look at my hand in 

the pale darkness and be assured that more powerful things were protecting me. And I'd 

scream and it would disappear. 

I've seen that hot, stinking, loose configuration of a creature a few times since. 

My mom gave me the tools to fight it and I've learned it's more like a school yard bully 

than a real threat – it has no power or dominion over me. And that's the key right there – 

giving yourself tools to fight them. I used to sit back and let psychosis happen to me...I 

let that disgusting creature torment me night after night...it used to happen anytime day 

or night; I could be sitting down calm as can be and suddenly the world would turn into a 

terrible nightmare and I'd be its victim trying to just survive the overload of thoughts, 

fears, terror, and confusion. It started with my mom's words and it continued with a bit of 

work from my Cognitive and Behavioral Therapist. 

I originally went in to see my CBT because of memory problems – I'd gotten 

electro-convulsive therapy (ECT) the year before and needed some help with regaining 

the memory I'd lost. Discussions, however, quickly turned into talk on how to better deal 

with my illness. She wasn't ignoring my request for better memory...she just knew that 

my memory wasn't going to be improving any until I started healing from all the trauma I 

was experiencing on a daily basis. So we worked on breathing techniques,  grounding 

techniques, she trained me on how to be mindful, she helped me identify the sensation I 
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got when I was about to go psychotic so that I would have a bit of a warning and could 

do something about it. I walked out of my sessions with her feeling empowered; which is 

significant because I'd been so much the victim of my malfunctioning brain. I had the 

power to effect the outcome when I went psychotic and I eagerly put it to use. It wasn't 

100% effective, if I had to put a number on it it was about 40% effective. But that's a 

huge improvement when you start all the way at the bottom. It was to get even better 

with little Kerrin. 

Kerrin is my dog and she has certainly earned her faux title “Kerrin the Wonder 

Dog.” She's had such a profound affect on me. The psychosis that used to cripple me 

nearly every night – reducing me to tears and a ball on the floor – suddenly didn't effect 

me nearly as much. I still got psychotic, but the intensity of it was greatly reduced. I was 

no longer rolled up into a ball on the floor crying. I used to not be able to go for walks 

outside without someone escorting me – now I can go anywhere with Kerrin and I'm 

also able to make the shorter walks to some of the coffee shops around town as well as 

the corner store without Kerrin accompanying me. That's huge, because taking hour 

long walks every day is crucial to my treatment. I don't think I would have ever been 

able to move out of my parents' house without Kerrin beside me. She's enabled me to 

do so many things. She's also incredibly sensitive to my needs. When I'm not feeling 

well; I sit down in my chair and start to work on grounding techniques. More often than 

not, Kerrin will ask to hop up on my lap and when I say it's okay she hops up and starts 

giving me kisses – she becomes what grounds me to reality and even if she doesn't 

prevent the psychotic episode from happening, she sure makes it a lot more tolerable. 

There are many components to keeping me healthy, and it's hard to pick out just one 

that stands out as “the most crucial” - different things work at different times. But one 

constant is the people around me. I need people to help me and I need people to give 

me a reason to stay healthy. 

I need a community of people supporting me – I need a team of doctors who are 

dedicated to doing their best work, I need my dog whose loyalty and love for me is 

unmatched, I need my family who will do anything in their power to make me safe and 

as happy as I can be, and I need friends who understand and accept me for who I 

am...who may not understand my limitations, but respect them and do what they can to 

honor them. My friends and family also keep me accountable to my strict lifestyle – 

when I talk about wanting to go to a concert they raise their eyebrows and ask me if it's 

really a good idea. And if I go anyways there's no attitude of “I told you so”, it's simply a 

learning experience for me. I know that I can call my parents at any time day or night 

and they'll talk to me or come and pick me up to take me home, I know that I can 

depend on my friends to remove me from situations when I'm not feeling well and to 

keep me safe when I dissociate or go psychotic. No one can go through a mental illness 

alone, it's a team effort. 
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I still lose sometimes, I still fall victim to my brain's tormentors. But I don't see it 

as losing as often as I used to. I have a tattoos on my knuckles, they say “so it goes”. 

It's a Kurt Vonnegut quote – he uses the phrase in some of his novels when a character 

dies. I've been told it's a bit morbid but I got the tattoo because it really encapsulates my 

attitude toward my mental illness. When something terrible happens to me: so it goes. 

That's just the way things are, it's going to be like that for the rest of my life. “So it goes” 

is a mantra that lets me deal with the unfairness that's been dealt to me. “So it goes” 

helps me focus on the positive. It's my mantra for my acceptance of my situation and it's 

my slogan for the pursuit of better health. 


